
THE PRESSURE TO PROVIDE:
CLASS, CONSUMERISM, AND DIVORCE IN URBAN AMERICA,

1880-1920

In an era of massive production of consumer goods, what determines the
normative standard of living, and what constitutes the necessities of life? These
questions became increasingly difficult to answer during the decades
surrounding the turn of the century, when profound economic changes ushered
in corporate America. Scholars have documented a number of crucial
developments, including standardized industrial technology, a mushrooming
national bureaucracy, a shorter work week, and increased wages. Some observers
hail these changes for providing security and material abundance to enhance the
home and enrich private life. Others lament the loss of the craft tradition, and
the intrinsic satisfactions that went with it. Still others claim that consumerism
was a ploy to buy off workers and women, making them complacent while
discouraging effective unionization and political action. 1 But, as yet, no study has
used empirical data to probe the impact of these developments on American
families, or determined how they affected individuals on different levels of the
class order. This article examines and compares the effects of heightened
material aspirations upon wealthy, white-collar, and blue-collar Americans.
While the rising standard of living may well have enhanced family life for some
among the comfortable classes, it often wreaked havoc in the homes of those who
could not afford the fruits of abundance. It is no accident that the emergence of
the affluent society paralleled the skyrocketing of the American divorce rate.
One way to explore the way in which prosperity took its toll is to examine the

casualties themselves. I have used hundreds of divorce cases filed during these
years to uncover some of the economic problems that plagued American
marriages. The samples include 500 litigations from Los Angeles in the 1880s,
and another 500 from 1920. A comparative sample includes 250 divorces filed
throughout New Jersey in 1920. The proceedings cover a developing west-coast
city with little manufacturing, and an eastern industrial state with a large rural
population. Within the samples are individuals from virtually every ethnic group
and occupational category. By comparing the accusations mentioned in the 1880s
and in 1920, we can determine the effects of economic change over time, during
these crucial transitional years. The testimonies of the litigants in these cases
reveal the limits of abundance, and suggest that no class or locale was immune to
the ill effects of rising material aspirations. 2
Obviously, financial problems did not erupt in American homes with the onset

of the corporate economy. In fact, money conflicts appeared in divorce cases well
before the 20th century. Yet the turn-of-the-century decades did witness a
profound change. In the first place, the number of divorces increased
dramatically. Secondly, issues surrounding money - who should make it, how
much is adequate, and how it should be spent - became increasingly prevalent.
The divorce samples from Los Angeles and New Jersey reflect this trend.
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Although the percentage of cases filed on the grounds of "neglect to provide" did
not rise significantly between the two samples taken (see Table 1), these
problems did become more complicated in the later decades. The Lynds found a
similar development in Muncie, Indiana. In spite of the fairly constant rate of
neglect complaints in divorce litigations from 1890 to the 1920s, "economic
considerations figure possibly more drastically than formerly as factors in
divorce.

Table 1. Legal Grounds For Divorce as Originally Filed by Litigants in Samples,
Los Angeles 1880s and 1920, New Jersey, 1920

L.A., L.A., N.J.,
1880s Percent 1920 Percent 1920 Percent

Desertion 181 15 219 38 141 64
Extreme Cruelty 166 28 138
Adultery 43 7 32 9 75 34
Neglect 47 11 51 10
Intemperance 26 4 16 6
Felony Conviction 3 1 3 1
Valid Previous Marriage 2 3 13 1
Fraud. Coercion 0 1 5 0 5 2

This table includes only the primary legal ground upon which the petition wasoriginally filed. Other
complaints were often included in the proceedings. and are included in tabulations elsewhere. as well
as in the text.
Grounds for annulment.
Only two grounds for divorce were legal in New Jersey in 1920. The last category indicates
annulment petitions.

At first glance, this appears rather perplexing. The nation was more
prosperous in the later period than the earlier, and the standard of living was
rising steadily for all classes. Moreover, women found greater opportunities to
work, and both males and females experienced increasing wages and more free
time off the job. During the same years, an unprecedented abundance of
consumer goods became available on a mass level. Presumably, these
developments would contribute to easing tensions between husbands and wives
rather than creating them, while fostering a more pleasant, epressive, and
comfortable existence. However with the standard of living rising, and affluence
filtering down to a greater proportion of the population, the "provider" was
often expected to fulfill the increased demands sparked by widespread
prosperity.
The evidence in the divorce proceedings suggests that this was not a major

problem in the 1880s. Although financial conflicts appeared often, there was no
controversy over what constituted the necessities of life. Either a husband
supported his family, or he did not. Virtually all of the cases in the early sample
that dealt with issues of neglect were clear-cut. If a man did not provide enough
food, clothing, and shelter for his wife to live comfortably, she was entitled to a
divorce. No husband questioned that; and no quarrels ensued over what his
obligation entailed.
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One typical case was that of Mary and Emmet Hickey. They were married in
1882, at Virginia City, Nevada. During their three-year marriage, they had one
child, and Emmet worked as a teamster in Los Angeles. Their community
property consisted of a small amount of household furniture worth $100. The
basic problem in the marriage was Emmet's inability to fulfill his role as
provider. When Mary requested money for "the necessities of life for herself and
little child, her husband, disregarding his duties as a husband toward the wife,
cruelly told her that he would not give her a dollar . . . if she did not like it, she
could leave him and go elsewhere." To make matters worse, his behavior was
hardly genteel; he swore often, calling her a "lying bitch" and a As
she was a "weak, frail woman," his behavior seriously impaired her health." In a
similar case, Christina Adams claimed that her husband, a miner, "never earned
one cent," never provided for her, and told her, "You don't know enough to
spend money. You don't know enough to buy your own clothes." To add to his
other insults, when she requested two dollars for shopping, he replied, "I will
shit you two dollars."5
In the 1880s, divorcing wives complained if their mates failed to provide for

them. But they did not complain about how much their husbands provided. By
1920, however, it was no longer clear precisely what constituted adequate
support on the part of a husband, and a number of bitter conflicts erupted over
the issue. These difficulties were not limited to couples with inadequate
resources. Money problems affected marriages of the wealthy as well as the poor
(see Table 2).

Table 2. Total Number of Financial Conflicts That Appeared in Proceedings, According to
Husband's Occupational Level, Divorce Samples, Los Angeles, 1880s and 1920,

New Jersey, 1920 (In Numbers and Percentages)

Los Angeles, 1880s
l.'pper White Collar
Lower White Collar
Blue Collar

Los Angeles, 1920
Opper White Collar
Lower White Collar
Blue Collar

New Jersey, 1920
Opper White Collar
Lower White Collar
Blue Collar

Financial.Complaints
If)
26
43

8
54
39

4
25
32

Husbands in Sample
63
112
136

28
122
208

17
53
113

Percent
15.9
23.2
31.6

28,5
44.2
18,7

23.5
47.1
28.3

SOl!RCE: Divorce Proceedings.

The Keagys, for example, were an affluent Los Angeles couple who lived
together 'only seven months. John Keagy was a dentist with a good deal of
property, and his wife Zelia was also fairly wealthy in her own right. According
to John, Zelia had a monthly income of $75 (although John did not say the
source), plus six lots in Alabama, bank accounts, stocks, and diamonds. She had
been married previously, and had a daughter. The evidence suggests that she was
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widowed, although that is not entirely clear. Apparently John and ZelIa had a
rather stormy relationship. Throughout their charges and countercharges of
cruelty humiliation, violence, and insult, they had a running debate over
financial matters. ZelIa felt neglected. She complained to a friend that John "did
not appreciate her enough, she didn't like the house he furnished her, that her
house in Alabama was so fine, and that her first husband would have sacrificed
anything for her." She requested a divorce, $500 in fees, and $75 per month
alimony. Denying the charges, John filed a cross-complaint on the grounds of
cruelty claiming that ZelIa "proceeded to run bills against him, without
justification, which were not for the necessities of life." Finally, ZelIa was
granted a divorce, and the bitter financial conflict ended with a property
agreement. In this case, money may not have been the primary issue, but it
certainly aggravated an already bad marriage. In spite of their wealth, John and
ZelIa Keagy could not agree on an appropriate level of expenditure.6
Another example suggests how a wife's material desires might put strains upon

a marriage, if a husband's income was adequate but not enormous. Edward and
Louise Atkinson were a middle-class couple who married in Brooklyn in 1910.
During their ten-year marriage, they spent several years living apart, and had
constant quarrels over money matters. Finally Edward filed for a divorce. Aside
from Louise's alleged adultery, her husband claimed that she "spent money
freely and extravagantly and with utter disregard of his circumstances."
Although they had no children, he gave her his $35 per week salary keeping
only $1 to buy tobacco and other small items for himself. From 1915 to 1917, she
remained in NewYork, refusing to join him in California. At the same time, she
corresponded with other men who gave her money.
One bone of contention between the two was Louise s fetish for pet dogs. Once

she wrote to Edward, asking him for $75 for another dog, which she "would
rather have than an evening gown. Complaining of the sacrifices she had made
for her negligent husband, she bemoaned the loss of one of her animals: ""I sold
Peggy to buy you a suit." In another letter she claimed that he owed her money
for "there is no Tom [reference unclear, perhaps her lover] here to take care of
me, and I am not well enough to work."
Edward Atkinson considered his wife's material desires quite outrageous. But

apparently she found a paramour who was more inclined to cater to her tastes for
the trappings of elegance and high culture. He wrote her slick letters about fancy
hotels where she could stay on NewYork's Fifth Avenue, learn painting "from a
good teacher and meet artistic people," and frequent his luxurious new club
house, which was "most comfortable in every way. At the same time, she wrote
to her husband in California that she was in a dire situation: "Now, I am in need,
do I have to make out an itemized bill, or do you have enough manhood to do the
proper and decent thing towards me?" According to Louise, this meant "weekly
payments until such time as you figure you have done your duty." She then told
him to go ahead with the divorce, she will not object. The court apparently had
no sympathy for her alleged difficulties, and granted Edward the divorce.
Nevertheless, Louise's pleas are revealing. Not only did she consider herself Bin
need," but she equated her husband's ability to provide for her desires -
however eccentric - with his very "manhood." For Louise Atkinson, manhood
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and duty meant taking care of women - and in the proper style. 7
This equation reflected more than the demand of an outraged wife. It

symbolized a much larger phenomenon that had evolved with the maturation of
industrial society. Women who placed heavy demands upon their husbands were
not merely selfish or lazy. Although these were the years of women's presumed
"emancipation," females still faced limited options outside the home. Middle-
class wives in particular may have felt restless as well as powerless. While their
numbers in the work force increased, it was still considered undesirable for a
married woman to work. If a wife did seek employment, she did not have access
to the most lucrative, prestigious, and rewarding occupations. Most jobs available
to women were routine and monotonous, with low pay and few chances for
advancement.
What was left, then, to give these married females personal satisfaction? Even

at home they may have felt a sense of uselessness. Childbearing and household
responsibilities utilized less of a woman's creative energies as the birth rate
declined and labor-saving devices proliferated. New avenues for self-expression
had to be explored. The economy offered little in the way of jobs; yet it provided
seemingly unlimited possibilities for consumerism. Indeed, female emancipation
found its most immediate expression not in the work force, but in the realms of
styles and leisure pursuits. These were purchasable, provided one had the means.
If wives began spending to adorn their homes and themselves, it may have
reflected their constraints elsewhere. It is no wonder that, for some women, this
gave rise to an obsession with material goods and private indulgence. Thus, they
turned the full force of their pent-up energies to these endeavors."
With limited financial resources of their own, women often looked to men to

provide the means for their consumption desires. This pressure was one of many
new challenges facing 20th-century males. While public notice focused on new
female activities, parallel shifts that affected men went virtually unnoticed.
Males continued to work, their clothing styles remained practically unaltered,
and their public behavior did not change dramatically. Yet they were
experiencing a subtle transformation in sex-role expectations that, while not as
obvious as the new status of women, was no less profound.
For white-collar men, the most far-reaching .changes came with the

maturation of the corporate system. The engulfing bureaucracies stabilized
many uncertainties of the earlier era, and offered at least a modicum of security.
The 20th-century businessman was less likely to enter business on his own, with
the full burden of success or failure resting on his shoulders. If one followed the
rules, he would advance up the hierarchy in a steady, predictable manner, and
reach a moderate level of success and prosperity. There may have been few
examples of men making a fortune overnight within the modern system; but, in
fact, the Carnegies of the previous era served as little more than encouragement
to fantasies. The top of the ladder was virtually closed then as well as later. 9
However, successful men had been models of 19th-century striving. In spite of
new rewards, the corporations took away some of the unique triumphs of
individual enterprise.
With the mechanization of industry, increasing production, the declining

work week, and a rising standard of living, the benefits were obvious. In terms of
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purely material considerations, the corporate economy offered abundance and
leisure. The tragedy, however was that the aspiration for affluence was more
widespread than the luxurious life itself. Even if an individual entered the white-
collar ranks, he still faced enormous pressures to advance and succeed.
Supplying increased demands necessitated continual striving. This was difficult
enough for relatively successful businessmen, but infinitely more so for
employees with modest salaries, or for petty proprietors without the cushion of
corporate security.
We know from national statistics that the white-collar level of society shifted

away from self-employed businessmen to corporate bureaucrats and clerical
workers. Our Los Angeles samples reflect a similar trend (see Tables 3 and 4).
These white-collar possibly more than any other level in society were
striving for upward mobility afraid of slipping down the socioeconomic ladder
and concerned with deriving the fruits of their labor in tangible material goods.
Arno Mayer has suggested that, historically the petite bourgeoisie was possibly
the most insecure and status-conscious level in western nations. This group had
its own unique aspirations and cultural forms geared toward emulating the more
affluent groups above them. If this premise holds for 20th-century America, and
I believe it does, then petty proprietors facing competition from large
corporations, as well as rank and file white-collar workers, would be feeling these
pressures most intensely. 10

Table 3. Occupations of Husbands and Wives in Los Angeles, 1880s Divorce Sample,
and Males and Females in Los Angeles Work Force, 1890

Husbands MaleWork Force Wives Female Work Force
Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

High White Collar 63 21 1,795 11 6 8 468 14
Professional 23 7 958 6 5 7 468 14
MajorProprietor 40 14 837 5 1 1

LowWhite Collar 112 36 5,181 33 21 29 695 21
Clerks, Sales 24 8 2,369 15 0 315 9
Semi-Professional 2 1 169 1 3 4 188 6
Petty Proprietors 86 27 2,643 17 18 25 192_ 6

High Blue Collar 71 22 3,095 20 15 21 781 23
Skilled, Foremen 71 22 3,095 20 15 21 781 23

Low Blue Collar 65 21 5,596 36 31 42 1,468 41
Semi-Skilled 28 10 2,545 16 4 5 110 3
Unskilled 37 11 3.051 20 27 37 1.358 39-- -- --- -- --
Total Given 311 100 15,667 100 73 100 3,412 100

SOURCES: Divorceproceedings. city directories. and census figures.
Totals given refer to occupations that were specified - unspecified occupations were deleted. Nearly
every male worked. but only :311 indicated specific jobs. Of the female litigants. 167 held jobs. but
only 73 were identified.
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Table 4. Occupations of Husbands and Wives in Los Angeles, 1920 Divorce Sample,
and Males and Females in Los Angeles Work Force, 1920

Husbands Male Work Force Wives Female Work Force
(total: 197,700) (total: 68,400)

Number Percent Percent Number Percent Percent
High White Collar 28 8 10 14 8 9
Professional 13 4 6 13 8 8
MajorProprietor 15 4 4 I 0 I

LowWhite Collar 122 35 27 87 51 43
Clerks, Sales 59 17 20 62 36 33
Semi-Professionals 15 4 3 13 8 8
Petty proprietors 48 14 4 12 7 2

High Blue Collar 95 26 32 10 6 7
Skilled, Foreman 95 26 32 10 6 7

Low Blue Collar 113 31 31 62 35 41
Semi-skilled 99 27 6 32 18 9
Unskilled 14 4 25 30 17 32--- --- -- --
Total Given 358 100 100 173 100 100

SOLRCES: Divorce proceedings, city directories, and census figures. 358 of the husbands indicated
specific jobs: 173 of the 206 employed females indicated specific occupations.

Looking at the divorce samples from Los Angeles, we find that, by 1920, the
low-white-collar level is overrepresented, compared to its proportion of the
general population (see Tables 3 and 4). In the later sample, the proportion of
divorces granted to the wealthy classes declined dramatically as the more
bureaucratic clerical and sales categories mushroomed. At the same time, the
percentage of petty proprietors in the work force shrank; but these small
businessmen remained heavily overrepresented in the divorce samples. Those
who remained among the entrepreneurial ranks may well have felt new
pressures. As large chains and department stores began drawing local patrons
and customers away from independent enterprises, owners of small shops and
businesses may have faced increasing insecurity. To add to these burdens, many
of them had to purchase goods from larger firms, making them dependent upon
a national marketing system. Undersold by large competitors who often
controlled production and supply as well as distribution, and bound by wholesale
merchandise prices, they may have tried to cut costs by turning to family lahor.
This was not always a satisfactory solution, especially if proprietors of small
concerns had to cope with diminishing returns as well as increasing consumer
demands. It is perhaps no wonder that this group had more than its share of
divorce.
Unfortunately, relatively few of the divorce litigants articulated how financial

and status considerations affected their marriages and their lives. As with
virtually every complex issue that eroded these relationships, we must glean
insights from a handful of cases where evidence is rich and detailed. In terms of
material considerations, we are able to discern a pattern of discontent for each of
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the major socioeconomic levels represented. 11 As we saw in the two cases cited
above, affluence did not preclude the possibility of squabbles. The
leisured wife of a man with means might make a quasi-career out of purchasing
goods and adorning herself and her abode. Even wealthy husbands may have
reacted against frivolous or wasteful expenditures. But if a man's income was
consistently a measure below his wife's aspirations for comfortable living, the
tension could become chronic and destroy a marriage that otherwise might have
survived.
In the divorce proceedings, conflicts over status and social mobility stand out

in bold relief, particulary among white-collar families on the west coast. It is here
that we can best perceive the intensified pressures placed upon men to supply
heightened material desires. Norman Shinner, for example, admitted that he
deserted his wife after five years of marriage because of his "inability to support
her in the manner she desired on my salary, and on this account we could not
live together in an amiable manner." Rather than struggling to meet up to his
wife's aspirations, Norman Shinner simply left. 12
Oscar Lishnog faced similar difficulties. He married Martha in Chicago in

1908, and had four children prior to their Los Angeles divorce. While the
Lishnogs appeared to be a fairly comfortable suburban family, financial strain
ultimately caused their union to collapse. Oscar was in the insurance and real
estate business, working as an employee or salesman rather than executive or
proprietor. His income was steady but modest. He spent some time living apart
from his family while working in San Pedro; nevertheless, Oscar and Martha
exchanged frequent loving, chatty, but slightly distant letters to each other. He
sent her money, she tried to save, and they expressed affection for one another.
Now and then Martha would tell Oscar to "mind the store and not waste time or
money." Revealing her material aspirations, she wrote that many of her
neighbors owned automobiles, for there was no street car line nearby. This
suggests that their Los Angeles home was in a fairly new suburban development,
removed from the downtown district and transportation network. Martha also
reminded her husband that she was paying mortgage on the house, and the "kids
want a hammock." She usually closed with affection, saying she was "waiting for
h· "un.
But in 1920, Martha filed for divorce on the grounds of willful neglect, saying

that Oscar spent his $35 per week salary in "riotous living away from his
family," squandering his money while depriving his wife and children. Claiming
that she was not skilled in any vocation, Martha said she had to rely on the
charity of friends. She asked for custody of the children. Oscar denied the
charges, insisting that he earned only $21 per week and gave it all to his wife
except a small amount for living expenses. He asked that the divorce be denied,
and, assuming that they would remain living apart, requested joint custody of
the children. Nevertheless, the court granted Martha the divorce, plus custody,
$9 per week for the children, and $3 per month for her "personal recreation."
This final item, though minimal in amount, suggests that courts were willing to
designate some money for amusements and consumption within the category of
necessities - which men were required to provide. Whatever other problems
may be hidden from our view that contributed to this couple's woes, it is clear
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that money was a sore spot for a long time. Oscar's salary was hardly abundant,
and he was finally unable to supply the demands of his wife and children to
maintain their suburban lifestyle.P
Perhaps one of the most telling of these cases was the Los Angeles divorce of

Margaret and Donald Wilton. She was a devout midwestern Protestant whose
marriage to her clerk husband lasted two years. At one point, she wrote to her
estranged spouse, hoping to be reconciled. She recommended that he read some
bible passages relating to the duties of husbands and wives, and promised to be a
"good Christian wife." In a revealing passage at the end, she wrote, HI heard
something about you that made my heart sing with joy; you have climbed
another rung on the ladder of success. I am proud to know it, dear...." In
spite of Donald's improved status, their marriage was beyond repair. After a
rather bitter case, Margaret Wilton was granted a divorce. 14
Families such as the ones mentioned above may not have suffered severe

deprivation. But, like other 20th-century couples, they faced a greater potential
for disappointment when a modicum of luxury became the anticipated norm. As
the standard of living continued to climb, the golden age of affluence seemed
imminent, and it was anticipated with almost religious fervor. For much of the
American population, increasing prosperity appeared as a signal from the Divine
that the culmination of progress was at hand. One observer perceived, "To most
people a millenium implies spiritual overtones. So does the standard of living."15
For a male provider, then, inability to keep up with this sanctified progress
meant failure and damnation.
Although these pressures were particularly acute for the lower middle class,

they were also severe for workers. Financial difficulties among working-class
couples, however, were qualitatively different from those facing white-collar
families. Laborers faced a double-edged problem. They may not have felt the
same status anxieties as petty proprietors or rank and file bureaucrats, but it was
often difficult for them to make ends meet. Blue-collar families lived with the
uncertainties of a fluid labor market and usually lacked the cushion of corporate
security. Weak or non-existent labor unions left them virtually unprotected.
This is not to deny the fact that some of the abundance filtered down among the
working classes. By 1900, their improved circumstances prompted Samuel
Compers, when asked if he thought the conditions of workers were worsening, to
reply, "Oh, that is perfectly absurd."!" In our samples, we find that financial
conflicts among blue-collar families actually decreased somewhat between 1880
and 1920. However, their- percentage of the total number of litigants increased
markedly (see Table 2). This may reflect a number of factors. It is possible that
in the 1880s, the very price of a divorce precluded legal action for many blue-
collar couples. When they did come to court, nearly one-third of them included
money conflicts among their complaints. By 1920, more workers may have been
able to afford a divorce, and the wives might have been less likely to complain of
financial desperation. Yet status and spending concerns might well have helped
erode these unions as well. To add to the problem of meeting basic needs,
working-class families also shared new consumer desires with their more affluent
peers. But for those with meager incomes, luxuries were out of the question, and
the affluence they saw everywhere around them only served to heighten
frustrations.
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Working-class couples, then, faced compounded difficulties. Often the
breadwinner's earnings were inadequate and his job insecure. Moreover, he was
subject to the same sorts of demands for mass-produced goods as his white-collar
contemporaries. One of the crucial features of the consumer-oriented economy
was the way it transcended class boundaries. On one Ievel, this contributed to a
certain superficial "classless" quality. But, on another level, it served to
homogenize tastes in a society where wealth remained unequally distributed.
Once self-esteem and validation came to rest upon supplying material goods,
those on the bottom rungs would be considered less worthy. We have seen that
Louise Atkinson, the middle-class woman in the case cited earlier, had tastes that
outdistanced her husband's ability as well as willingness to provide. Yet her
evaluation of his very "manhood" rested on this function of his income. For
working-class women, the situation may have been less frivolous and more
desperate. Nevertheless, the equation still held.
Alberta Raschke was a blue-collar wife in Los Angeles with a five-year-old

daughter. She filed for a divorce on the grounds of desertion and neglect,
claiming that her husband forced her to rely on her parents' charity. The couple
married in Indiana in and separated four years later. At some point,
Alberta came to California and William remained in Chicago. In a letter she
accused him of refusing to support her and claimed that she was in a "weakened
condition. "You have had ample time to make a man ofyourselfin all these six
years, if you cared for your wife and baby, instead of driving a wagon for $12 a
week. You would not take work offered you at $21 a week, so it is not because
you could not find better. I stood for all the terrible abuse you gave me, and went
without the very necessities of life to see if you would not come to your senses,
but now I am tired of waiting and have decided to file suit for divorce . . . I am
as ever Alberta.
Although Alberta Raschke probably had a valid complaint, the pressure put

upon William to "make a man" of himself may have been unfair. It is not clear
why he did not take the job allegedly offered to him for more pay but perhaps
he simply enjoyed what he was doing. The conflict between working at a job one
liked and working for money may have ultimately led to this divorce. Although
William Raschke apparently found the lower paying job more satisfying, as far as
his wife was concerned the primary purpose of his work was to make money.
Undoubtedly, it was not easy for this woman to live on $12 a week with a five-
year-old child. However the equation of manhood with the ability to provide
placed a particularly heavy burden on a working-class husband.
In general, working-class wives were less obsessed with status considerations

and more concerned with bread and butter issues. Most blue-collar divorces that
included money difficulties revolved around basic needs, similar to the conflicts
that surfaced in the 1880s proceedings. These problems erupted frequently in
New Jersey, where the majority of divorces were among blue-collar couples (see
Table 5). It is important to keep in mind that New Jersey only permitted divorces
on the grounds of adultery and desertion - not financial neglect. Nevertheless,
money was at the heart of many New Jersey litigations. In fact, a number of these
couples struggled, quite literally just to keep a roof over their heads.
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Table 5. Occupations of Male and Female Litigants
in New Jersey Sample, 1920

Husbands Wives
Number Percent Number Percent

High White Collar 17 11 6 7
Professional 8 5 5 6
Major Proprietor 9 6 I I

Low White Collar 53 29 30 31
Clerks. Sales 30 16 25 26
Semi-Professional 7 4 3 3
Petty Proprietors 16 9 2 2

High Blue Collar 40 21 10 11
Skilled. Foremen 40 21 10 II

Low Blue Collar 73 39 49 51
Semi-Skilled 39 21 25 26
Unskilled 34 18 24 25
Total Given 183 100 95 100

NOTE: As the divorce statistics are from localities throughout the state. there is no available
breakdown of the New Jersey state labor force for comparison.

A severe housing shortage in urban areas placed serious strains on several
marriages. Providers with meager earnings often found themselves unable to
provide a home. Numerous couples lived with parents or other relatives, or
moved from one form of lodging to another. For these couples, the inability to
acquire adequate housing was the fundamental issue that destroyed their
marriages. The Shafers were one such family. '"I want one thing," pleaded Anna
Shafer to her husband. "Won't you please come back and make a home for me, I
don't care if it is only two rooms, if you can afford to pay for two rooms." They
had been married since 1910, when they ran away together to Hoboken, New
Jersey. Anna claimed that William deserted her three years later. She said that
her husband was "a drinking man who never made a home or provided for her
and their child," although he worked for an insurance company. Anna was
granted a divorce and restored to her maiden the same problems ended
the marriage of Harris and Catherine Martin, two blue-collar workers in Newark.
"I told him I would go anyplace with him as long as he could furnish me with a
home," explained Catherine. HI didn't care where it was, even if it was only one
room and I was alone." But after three months they separated, and Catherine was
granted a divorce plus the return of her maiden namc.!"
Lack of housing and insecure work also disrupted the marriage of a Jewish

couple in New Jersey. Sarah and Morris Dubin, who married in 1910, and had
one child that died. Morris was a tailor by trade, but was unable to practice his
craft. Instead, he worked for the railroad, and as a cook in a sanitarium. It
appears that this duo had a rather stormy marriage, with Morris deserting now
and then and Sarah continually begging him to make a home for her. Whenever
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she asked, HWhy won't you make me a home and support me?" he replied, "1
won't and can't live in Newark with you." Newark was particularly plagued by
the housing shortage atthis time, which aggravated the situation for Morris, who
was unable to find work that utilized his tailoring skills. But the court had little
mercy. The interviewer concluded that Morris was "apparently one of those
people who find it difficult to settle down and perform his obligations for any
length of time." Sarah won her suit and the return of her maiden name.l"
Although a chronic shortage of basic needs eroded most of these blue-collar

marriages, a number of working-class couples quarreled over consumer
spending and status concerns as well. A few cases illustrate how squabbles might
ensue over how money should be spent. Emma Totsworth was 19 when she
married David totsworth, a 22-year-old machinist, in Jersey City. Five years later
she deserted. When asked about their difficulties, David said they argued "over
different things, like going out and clothes, no clean clothes and all around
jealousy. Simple meanness. She spent money on clothes that should have gone
for eating." It appears that David Totsworth preferred to see his hard-earned
income used for less frivolous items.P"
Charles and Ada Davis were plagued by similar problems. They were married

in New Jersey in 1902 and had one child. After nine years, Ada deserted and
went to New York. Apparently Charles, a railroad brakeman, never managed to
provide for her in the style that she wanted. According to the interviewer, Ada
became "dissatisfied with her surroundings and complained of the style of life
her husband afforded her. She wouldn't speak or recognize her husband
sometimes for days at a time. Finally she left, saying she wanted to live where she
wanted to, and also wanted him to support her." Charles' brother stood up for
the aggrieved husband, saying the he "always worked steadily and was a good
provider for his home and did everything he could for his wife and family that a
man could do under his circumstances." But apparently it was not enough.
Charles testified that Ada "insisted upon telling me how much more the
neighbors had than she had, and what the neighbor's husband did, and what
they didn't do. I told her that if she would stop listening to outsiders and live for
me and our little girl as she had done up to that time, everything could be very
nice and we could get along." But Ada's dissatisfaction increased until she finally
left, and Charles was granted a New Jersey divorce on the grounds of desertion. 21
These blue-collar couples were plagued by status anxieties. Both Emma

Totsworth and Ada Davis had aspirations for material goods beyond the reach of
their husbands' pay checks. Some wives not only held their spouses' incomes in
disdain, they also looked down upon the work itself. Olivia Garside was a New
Jersey housekeeper bent on feverish social climbing. After 26 years of marriage
and three children, she finally left her husband Frederick, a machinist, who
could not supply the lifestyle she craved. According to Frederick,

My wife never considered me her equal. She told me this shortly after her marriage, and she
was never satisifed with anything I might undertake to do and that I was not as neat appearing
as a professional man. She would say my conversation wasn't as it should be and she felt I was
socially beneath her. I have always turned over every cent I made to my wife outside of my
travelling expenses. I have never been intoxicated in my life. I would very often work
overtime and on Sundays around the neighborhood to earn a few dollars more. Mywife always
complained I wasn't making enough money.
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This husband took pride in his hard work, his efforts to support his wife, his
sobriety and discipline. But to his wife, he lacked polish and grace - and the
ample income to go with it. The court granted Frederick a divorce on the
grounds of desertion. 22
The evidence in these cases suggests that mass consumption was not

necessarily a positive outgrowth of the society's industrial development, even
though it held the potential for increased financial security and a more
comfortable lifestyle. Rather, these marital conflicts represent a failure or
inability to come to terms with the changing economic order. For affluent
couples, tensions emerged over how the family's resources should be spent. For
those among the lower-white-collar ranks, status considerations clashed with
limited incomes, creating enormous pressures upon the family breadwinner. For
many working-class couples, mass consumption remained virtually out of reach,
contributing to a greater sense of economic insecurity and heightened
frustrations.
The testimonies of divorce litigants reflect the discrepancy between material

desires and reality, for it was difficult to meet the soaring demands put before
every consumer's eyes. Perhaps many Americans did indeed benefit from new
opportunities created by the mature industrial system. But among those whose
marriages fell apart during these years, and undoubtedly among thousands more
whose thoughts and feelings are beyond the reach of scholars, there was a great
deal of disappointment, disillusion, and despair that the good life they had hoped
for could not be grasped.
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